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Experimental results frou forward scattering of high frequency radio signals from

meteor trails are described for a ground to ground link. The experimental results are

compared with theoretical predictions and close agreement is demonstrated. The design of

a very high frequency airborne mateor scatter system is addressed and it is shown to

present significant problems, different in nature from those encountered in ground based

systems. It is shown that experimental studies of aircraft electromagnetic noise are

required before an optimal system can be designed. The reduction in data throughput due

to Faraday rotation is also described.
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I HISTOIY

It h-s boon known for may years tht electromagntic wves can be proptedb

forward scattering from mateor trails. Early radar observationa (Bay and StuartI ) ia

1947 ]d to the suggestion m1954 that they mght provide a mans of comunication

(Eshleman and Manning2 ). The first operational meteor scatter system, JANET (Forsyth
t 13 ), was mpemeted in 1957 but ws ot a omplete success. Several relatively

successful point-to-point links were, however, implemented between the late 1950* and

early 1970s (aS Bartholome and Vogt4). In 1960 it was suggestd by Bantam et al s that
the use of meteor trals for air-ground communication should be possible without the need

for directioal antennas on the aircraft. This view is currently being studied by the
Rtoyal Aircraft Zatabllstmnt (RAE) in the UK and is the subject of the present paper.

2 PHYSICAL CARACTEISTICS

A mll fraction of meteors incident on the atmosphere occur in showers, these
being due to groups of particles moving In wll defined orbits around the sm. Sporadic

meteors are particles which move in random orbits sad account for the vast majority of

the total Thcidenet eteors. Te arrival rate is randm with a 4:1 variation between the

mlaxi~mm In Auust and mnimsi tn February. There s a further 4:1 variation between a

maximum at around 0600 lcal tim (LT) Lad a minima at 1800 IT due to the Zarth's

rotation. Evaporation begif* at a height of about 120 In and most meteors are completely
burned out by 80 ba. This evaporation process produces ionised trails typically 15-20 ks

long, with densities of 1010 to 101i electrons per metre. Trails with densities in
excess of 10 , produced by the larger particles, are termed 'overdense' and can

considerably modify the incident move, oing to Interaction between electrons in the

trail. Underdenee tralls, however, provide scattered signals which are remarkably space

and time-coherent.

3 ~A RIGrS FLQUKICT MOUND SAUD EUf rNT

3.1 Description

In order to assess som of the characteristics of meteor scatter propagation, an

experimental high frequency (HW) link mse set up between Kinloss in Scotland sad

Faraborough, Hampshire during July 1981 (Uichardenom). The ground range was 712 I=. The
Farmborough anteus wse a horizontal log periodic with a gain of 12 dli at the required

elevation angle ad the Unloss matena mse a horizontal dipole with a modest gain of
2 dK to simulate that obtainable on an aircraft. The radiation patterns of both
entmas were determined by calibration flights In a helicopter. Transmissions of

,umodulated carrier wave ware mode In both directions at approximately 27 M~s. at eight
power levels between 20 V and 820 V, with a minte on - minute off format. Most

meaursm nas were conducted In the early morning. The presence of a scattered signal was
indicated by en excursion of the receiver atomatic pin control (AGC) voltage. By

calibrating the r response of the receiver, it me posble to obtain a figure for the
propagation lss of a" trail oberved.
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3.2 Results

It is interesting to compare the experiuental results with theory. Theoretically,

the propagation loss due to scattering froa an underdense trail is given by the following

expression (to SugarT):

P 1 2 e 2  3 ~2 sinn 2 2 ,p aac2 r 2 i( 32 )a, 1 _ _
PT 32 24: ' 11L2R -12 sosn2 .202 2_____

where ( - received power )1)
PT - transmitted power ()

S- permeabilty of free space - 4w x 10 IIa
& - charge on electron - 1.6 X 10 "1 9 C

a - mas of electrou - 9.1 x 0 3 1 kg

A - nsvelength of transmission (m)

1  n path length from transmitter to meteor trail (a)

12 - path length from mateor trail to receiver (m)

GT - power gain of transmitting antenna relative to isotropic

GL R power gain of receiving atenna relative to isotropic

q - line density of electon@ in trail (oloctrons/a)

a angle between K-vector arriving at trail and the direction from the trail
to the receiver (degrees)

- angle between trail and plane of propagation (degrees)

* a seL-angle of reflection (degrees)

V0  - initial radius of trail (a)

D diffusion coefficient (2 /s)

t - tim ().

We consider a nodal with a trail of initial radius (Brown and Williams) 1.1 a,

Lin density 1O13 electrons/a. and 0 - 90* occurring midway between the transmitter and

receiver at a height of 100 km and offset 100 km from the centre line. The time, t 9

taken toc ross hslf of the first lressal region Is 235 Vs 6 ad the coefficient 0 is

determined empirically (Groasi ad Jaredl) 13.4 21s. Using tese vaues in

equation (1) glives P /PT - -179.2 d. This corresponds well to the most comnly

occurring experimental measurement of -178 dI. Imdiately a mateor trail is foreind, it

begins to expand radially by diffusion. The useful lifetime of a trail is of course

dependent on range, transmitter power end receiver sensitivity, equation (1). The decay

from mOfiim signal strength is Siven by the second exponential term in equation (1) such

that atim t

Pft)2*.. (2)anz a e O

7 ____
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For a fall to half power (-3 dB), equation (2) must equal 0.5, Ie

0.69A 2 see 2 # .1

t a2! 2 ±c --- 0.14 s32,2D

for the modal considered.

The median of observed durations was 0.2 a, which compares quite well with the

prediction.

The majority of observations indicate that the arrival tine for sporadic mateors

are randomly distributed and can, therefore, be described by Poisson statistics.

Kasln 1 0 shows that the probability, p , that the the interval between suitable events

is less than TM seconds is given by:

p G at (3)

where K - common area of illumination at meteor trail heights, calculated .s

8.625 x 109 a 2

K - a proportionality constant, determined experimentally by Hawkins1 1 to be
130 m2/s

a - a variable depending on lne density2 , calculated to be 1.03 6

T - time constant of diffusion:

.L2 0.4s a (4)

1 Rearranging equation (3),

ii
Taking the median obeerved duration of 0.2 s and of p - 0.5, equation (5) gives a

predicted TR - 10.3 s. This is the "rage waiting time for a whole year, so dividing
twice by 2 to account for the daly sad anual 4.1 variations, the predicted mdia

waiting tim for early sAng in July is 2.6 s. The observed median of 2.0 a is, again,

consistent with the preadded value.

Thepermeut has shown that, at least for the conditions investigated,

thoetical predictions for propagation los, link duration and waiting time can be

reled upon. The frequency of 27 Iz was used pertly on the basis of equipment

availability. Further work will concentrate on the very high frequency (VE) hend, where

interferece from other users, a severe problem during these experisents, will present

less of a problem.

iMas
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4 AIR-GUUND VHF METEOR SCATTEI COMJNICATIONS

4.1 Background

We turn now to the subject of air-ground and ground-air miteor burst communications

at VHF. The aircraft, large or small, presents a difficult environment for any radio

system and a mteo burst system is no ezception to this rule. In particular, the system

will be subject to a high aircraft radio noise environ-ent together with low aircraft

transmitter powers (<400 W) and aircraft antenna gains (-0 dBi) which are low compared to

those available for ground based motor scatter systems 3 ". It can be seen that the

design of a =teor burst system for airborne use presents a formidable problem.

Most ground based metor scatter systems utilise frequencies between 40 and

50 Mz3*4; this is a compromise primarily dictated by three factors. Firstly, the

interfering signals should be kept to a iniumm and thus the operating frequency should

be above those propagated by normal ionospheric modes. Secondly, the absorption in the

D-region should be minimsed by using as high a frequency as possible. Thirdly, the

throughput should be mazimlsed; under certain assumptions, discussed further in the nezt

section, this occurs when using as low a frequency as possible.

In the remainder of this paper we discuss the relative performance of an air-ground

system operating at a conventional frequency of -40 Mz and a higher frequency of -70 MHz.

4.2 Information flow rates

The obvious desire to mazimise the information flow rate per trail has already been

discussed. The average informtion flow rate per trail, I , Is proportional to the

bandwidth, B , the duty cycle DC and soe function, f(S/E) , of the signal to noise

ratio, thus:

I - DCf(i) • (6)

It can be shown (eg Sites 11 ) that

D C a (q > q0)r " (7)

where N to the umber €g trails with q greater than me threshold valus qO

Rewriting Pl in equation (I) as S , the treshold received power, ad expresing the

beckrouad noise power s U s , whes n is real, we have:

For I sod S/l eoastast It foLlows frem equetions (7) sad (5) that:

0 -PCA 0.5 - ( ° (7"0/2. (9)

ii
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For ground to ground links the background noise level is generally assumed to be
13 2.35determined by cosmic noise and as such a - 2.3 (Cottony and Johler1 3 ) and 1 a I 2 On

an aircraft, however, the noise level is generally determined by other aircraft

installations. Fig I shovs estimated antenna noise figures for various sources of

aircraft noise, together with the cosmic noise figure. Curves C and 0 are based upon

British Standards Institution linits and curves E and F are estimates of worst case

aircraft precipitation static noise. On the basis that the latter have been

significantly reduced by judicious use of anti-static devices, Maslin l  proposes curve B

as a zeroth order estimate of the aircraft noise figure. This gives u - 2.7 and

aI2.15. As such the round to aircraft throughput is slightly less dependent on

wavelength than is the aircraft to ground link throughput. Until, however, an accurate

estimate of the aircraft noise power spectrum has been obtained no firm conclusions can

be reached regarding the variation of throughput with wavelength; adherence to curve F

for instance, gives I a X.2.

Equation (9) has also demonstrated that the throughput Is proportional to

(GTG,)0 S. Current estimates place the efficiency of a 70 MHz aircraft slot antenna
higher than the corresponding 40 MHz antenna by -2 dB. Evidently, equation (9) needs to

be evaluated as a whole rather than in part. Mhan this is done (for n - 2.7) the

throughput is -3 times higher at the lower frequency.

The above analysis takes no account of temperate latitude D-region and auroral

D-region absorption which will favour the use of a higher frequency.

4.3 Power link budgets

Having discussed the relative attributes of the two frequencies, operating at a

threshold S/IN ratio, it is instructive to define this value and conduct power link

budgets to ascertain whether it can be net. even at the start of the trail. It is

conveniet"o eMpress the SN/ ratio in terms of the ratio b/N , the energy per bit
to noise power spectral density ratio. A threshold value of 13 dl bad been adopted for

the start of the trail, corresponding to a bit error rate of I in 10 for frequency shift

keying =o4uation. PoT illustrative iuposes the following analysis Considers a fined

length link of 813 km (Farabocough, England to Vick, Scotland). The study of the ground

to ground link over this distance provides a good baseline.

This calculation eas certain aodel parinters. Firstly, undardense scattering

of the wavefield by a line density of 5 x 1013 electrosla is astaied to take place at an

altitude, h , Sives by lsf S. The initial radius r0 , is calculated from the same -

reference and the ambiplar diffusion ceefficient, D , is calculated from the equation

given by L N tnily 1 . Urisostal polarisation is sasmed so that a * 90" . I , which

can vary over the range 0 to 900 Is anasd to be 45% # ws calculated using spherical

trisonometry. Using these parmeters the free space sad meteor scatter losses were

determised. Included in the link budget is ean stimate of the noos teperate latitude

D-reglos abswoptio, (dl), deteamined from the equatiom of aMMt 15 during high motic

activity over the U. T e 400 V transmitter power correspods to the 8dim aircraft

power sad feeds a dipole, at optlima height over a perfectly conducting earth, giving



8 dli pin. The receiving station antenna gain is L8 dBi corresponding to two 4-oe.ement

stacked YAGIs at optimum height. The receiving station noise figure is cosmic noise

Limited; the preamplifier noise figure is 1.5 dB at both frequencies. The bit rate is

Z4W bits/s.

Table 1 shows that at the start of the trail the losses at 70 MIz are higher than

those at 40 MU but the improved noise performance at 70 MNz together with the reduced

D-tegion absorption offsets this disadvantage. The resulting values of /0130  are very

similar and the threshold value of 13 dB is easily met demonstrating that the

construction of a ground to ground Link is relatively easy. Table I also shows a similar

emlcu lation for an aircraft to ground link. The receiving station performance is the

sm as that described above. Now, however, the aircraft antenna gain is only 2dB at

TO Uz and 0 dB at 40 Mz. Once again we see that the link can be net (but only just) at

the start of the trail.

The final step is to investigate the reverse (ground to aircraft) Link. In this

case the ground transmitter power has been increased to 1 1W; the aircraft antenna gains

are again 0 and 2 dli at 40 and 70 MHz respectively. The aircraft noise performance is

based upon fig 1, curve B which shows a noise factor 30 to 40 dB above an ambient

ctWerature of 290 K at the frequencies of interest. Table I shows that the calculation

gives a negative K./N 0  for this Uine density and in fact even for

q- x 1014 electrons/n, Sb/V is only jst positive at 40 Mt.

We conclude chat aircraft to ground meteor scatter comunication will be possible.

TA the reverse direction the link requirements will not be met with the estimated

aircraft noise performance. The design of an operational system will reflect the

accuacy, or otherwise, of these figures.

4.4 Another lose mechanism

A loss me nism addressed by Cannon is that of Faraday rotation which my result

in a minim- coupling condition between the move and a linerly polarised antenna. At
thes frequencies the use of a linearly polarised aircraft antenna is almost obligatory.

ig Z sohme the calculated Faraday rotation loss at 40 Ms and 60 l~z for a we

propagating from an aircraft flying a great circle route towards Gibraltar. These

calculations mere carried oat an noon m r solstice and represent great circle

propagation with reflection taking place at the path miA-point. The graph shows that

oigmificast losses can occur for certain airc-'ft distances at 40 ML , little will be

Lost at 60 =s. Liukily, because reflectioa does not zscessarily rake place at the

ceutre point of the path bat over a large coman area meting certain eometrical

constraint s , systm blackout will not occur. It is Ukely, however, that Faraday

rotati lose will cut significan boles, marking regions of progressively reducing

atemmatLon, from this comms area. Consequently, a reduced throushput can be expected.

it in therefore concluded that the design of an operational meteor scatter system should

take lnco account the problems of Faraday rotation lossas and that an air-ground system

which operates oar mariable length lnks should not tiise frequencies as low as

44 Ws. c
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5 SUMAR

The close correspondence between the predicted and experimental results for a

ground to ground RF link has provided confidence in the use of the prediction equations

in future system design. In addition the design of an airborne meteor scatter system is

shown to be more difficult than, and different from, a ground based system.

Table 1

CALCUL&TION OF IbN0

Ground to ground Air to ground Ground to air
Units

40 MEz 70 N]z 40 Mz 70 ME.z 40 MHz 70MHz

Transmitter dB W 26.02 26.02 26.02 26.02 30.0 30

Feeder losses dB -0.5 -0.5 -1.0 -1.0 -0.5 -0.5

Transmit antenna gain dii 8.0 8.0 0 2 18 18

EIRP dB V 33.52 33.52 25.02 27.02 47.5 47.5

Free space and mteor
scatter losses dB -182.4 -189.9 -182.4 -189.9 -182.4 -189.9

Noon teuperate latitude
O-region losses di -1.14 -0.39 -1.14 -0.39 -1.14 -0.39

Power at receiver antenna dB W -150.0 -156.8 -158.5 -163.3 -136.1 -142.8

G/T dB/K -21.8 -15.8 -21.8 -15.8 -64.6 -54.6

C/U0  di Us 56.8 56.0 48.3 49.5 27.9 31.2

(10 log (bit rate)) 33.8 33.8 33.8 33.8 33.8 33.8

I/U0  dB 23.0 22.2 14.5 15.7 -5.9 -2.7

Receive station antenna
gain di 18 17 18 18 0 2

Receive station noise
figure d8 15.3 9.7 15.3 9.7 40 32

:4 _
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